Erasmus in Lisbon

At Instituto Superior Técnico
Introduction

Why Lisbon?
- Good weather
- Beautiful city
- Interesting courses

Study programm
- TUM: Biomedical Engineering and Medical Physics (Master)
- IST: Biomedical Engineering (Master)
University

• Instituto Superior Técnico as a part of Universidade de Lisboa
• Location
  • Main Campus: Alameda (central)
  • Taguspark (outside – like Garching)
University

- Semester times
  - Semester is divided into two periods

- Courses
  - More practical and interactive
  - Many assignments and group projects
  - The final grade is always made up of various projects, papers, tests or examinations
  - Courses of 3 or 6 ECTS

- Grading system
  - 1-20 points
  - 10 points equal 4.0
Language

• Not necessary to be able to speak Portuguese but it is helpful and polite 😊

• Language courses
  • TUM language courses - preparation
  • Técnico intensive course: about 2 months – four times a week, 75 €
  • Language courses of other universities or private schools
Living in Lisbon

- Finding a room/apartment
  - Prices: 400-600€
  - Easier on site
  - You want to live close to the University or the river 😊

CERTIFIED SERVICE PROVIDERS

- In Life Portugal (Promocode: IST-INIST00 - 10% discount on the booking fee)
- Unplaces
- Spotahome
- Students Corner
- Place to Stay
- Nine Student Living
- U-HUB (Book now and get 100 € off!)
- The Housing Concept
- Lemon Garden
- Coolin
- Livena Living (30% discount on the booking fee)

- The Housing Concept
- Fundação Cidade de Lisboa
- Spru Residências Universitárias
- Studentville
- Collegiate (Promocode: MDP-IST-000 - in the booking process 100€ discount on bookings over 44 weeks and 50€ on bookings under 44 weeks)
- StudentsExperience
- HouseStudent
- My Home in the City—Reservations for a semester a discount of 50 euros *or reservations for the full school year with a discount of 100 euros* or offer a monthly cleaning and change of bedding

*In the total amount of rents to be paid during the academic year.
Erasmus in Lisbon

- Organisations: Erasmus Life Lisboa, Erasmus Student Network
- They organise:
  - get-to-know each other events like bar hopping
  - trips to nearby places/cities like Porto, Sintra,…
  - Other Parties
Travelling around Lisbon

Beaches: Guincho, Caparica, Cascais
Travelling around Lisbon

Cities: Sintra, Porto, Nazaré, Coimbra
Travelling around Lisbon

- South of Portugal: Algarve
- Trips by plane: Azores, Maroco, Madeira
Travelling in Lisbon
Eating in Lisboa

• Técnico offers several cafeterias
• Restaurants are mostly touristic and therefore expensive
• Typical Portuguese food is normally either meat or fish
• Best dessert: Pastéis de Nata
Covid situation – 23.11.2021

• Fully vaccinated in Portugal: 86.6 %
• On site classes
• No lockdown
• Masks in class, in shops and on public transport
Thank you!
Obrigada!